CS 1021
Assignment Regrade / Re-record
Request Form

Name: ____________________ Please check the reason(s) for resubmission:

UID: ____________________  □ Assignment not graded

Assignment: ____________________ □ Score not correctly recorded

☐ Addition/clerical error*

☐ Correct answer marked wrong*

☐ Other*: ____________________

* Give specific details about why / how your assignment was graded incorrectly. If you believe an incorrect answer was really correct, please argue why your answer was correct. If you believe you deserve more credit, give a compelling argument for more points.

We will write our response here:

We will write our response here:

We will write our response here:

We will write our response here:

Staple your graded assignment (if possible) to this form and give it to Peter Jensen during office hours, or before or after class.

Fall 2009